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Max-Deamon + ADOAPT

PROJECTS & RESEARCHES

diploma presentation

2019

FULL TEXT TO BE FOUND HERE Interactive Installation; Metall Lockers, Number Locks, Vinyl Print, 
Enamel Paint, Metall elements, different hidden sculptures and texts 
in the lockers, Logical Game.

 Text for the visitors. 
 2 other texts where hidden i the lockers

is an interactive Installation, 
please feel free to open the first  
of the elements with the code 
that is written on the 

Inside you will find a number that may be 
used to unlock another box and so forth.
 
*The game ends when T3 is opened.*

A D O/A P T 
is an interactive Installation, 
please feel free to open the first  
of the elements with the code 
that is written on the 

Inside you will find a number that may be 
used to unlock another box and so forth.
 
*The game ends when T3 is opened.*

d.h.

A D O/A P T 
is an interactive Installation, 
please feel free to open the first  
of the elements with the code 
that is written on the 

Inside you will find a number that may be 
used to unlock another box and so forth.
 
*The game ends when T3 is opened.*

d.h.

DemonDemon Demon

A D O/A P T A D O/A P T 

The visitor was given the Code for D.
Upon opening that element another 
code was revealed to her/him and so 
on. 

The Diploma Project was inspired by Heinz von Foersters  
description of Maxwells Demon as the patron of Cybernetics. 

The “Demon” in Maxwells Experiment regulatres a system and 
by doing so regulates what we may or can know about its own 
and the systems Nature.

The Demon in this project lets the visitors interact with the sys-
tem which unveils in different ways depending on the visitors 
engagement

https://cms.e.jimdo.com/app/cms/preview/index/pageId/1673811976?public=https://www.danielhuettler.com/projects/maxd-adoapt/
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The Art-piece and the revelation of the Codes was organized so that there were 2 
possible ways to reach the “last” element. 
 
Just one of the paths could solve the riddle presented upon openinng the last 
elemant.

2019
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CONCEPT with Iris Fabre

WAFF_1 PROJECTS & RESEARCHES

2019

WAFF-estival was a was a residency program with a duration of 10 days developed by Iris Fabre 
and Daniel Hüttler. Both would respectivley invite 4 other artists to join them.

Each of the Invited guest was comisioned to prepare a workshop, lecture, choreography or any 
other kind of group activity for one of the 10 days that we spent together.

PARTICIPATING ARTIST: 

 Pille Riin Jaik
 Pia Wurzer
 Iris Fabre
 Marian Mutschlechner
 Christopher Iszak
 Charly Mirambeu
 Ernest Gachet
 Carla Mangier
 Eva van der Horst
 Daniel Hüttler

The realization of this project was thanks to the funding by  the ENSAPC  
        (Paris Cergy National Graduate School of Arts).
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2018

LINK supported by Marta Fiserova

okokokokokokokokokokokokokokokokokokokokokokokokoko
Arrival is the end of displacement. 

This is true for the CCCC that has arrived at Brno as part of the Meeting Brno festival.
The before-mentioned guest will transform into ···· 7 ···· during the course of the coming 7 weeks 

The G99 Gallery is transformed into a platform for the implementation of the CCCC (Centre for 
Cybernetic Culture Circulation) project. The essence of CCCC is social exchange, exchange of 
opinions and ideas between the artist, the viewers, or among the participating artists. At weekly 
intervals, the CCCC offers space for discussions, presentations, lectures, or any other type of 
event by invited guests. Guests from three different environments, Prague–Brno–Vienna, are al-
ways invited based on the similarity of the themes they deal with in their work. The second room 
of the gallery, the so-called Meeting Room, is used for this purpose; outside the discussions time, 
it serves as a study/reading room. There are books and copies of texts dealing with historical 
events and milestones of Czech history in 1918, 1938, 1945, 1948, 1968 and 1989, or philosoph-
ical and theoretical texts. In the first room, rapidly-changing exhibitions of invited participants are 
organised.

The artist who has accepted the invitation for this exhibition term is the
 initiator of the CCCC idea; throughout the event, he´ll assume the role of 
mediator and coordinator of the project.

II  --  SWAMP 
I  --  Jargon 1.1 

III  --  Confrontation 

V  --  Jargon 2.0 

VII  --  Memetic 

Iv  --  Reset

VI  --  Brake OFF wEEKs 
LINK to the complete CCCC Portfolio

Centre for Cybernetic Culture 

Circulation (CCCC)

PROJECTS & RESEARCHES

At the Brno House of Arts

http://www.dum-umeni.cz/en
https://www.danielhuettler.com/exhibitions/cccc-brno/
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Centre for Cybernetic Culture 

Circulation (CCCC)

2018

Exhibition + Performance

“New Dictionary of Old Ideas”
+ Amish Rave

Amish Rave, Daniel Hüttler
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Centre for Cybernetic Culture 

Circulation (CCCC)

2018

POSTERS for the exhibitions

shoggoth_13 Daniel Vlcek

Daniel Vlcek

Lukas Dobes
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2018

Intervention + Conference

Interactive Performance

Centre for Cybernetic Culture 

Circulation (CCCC)

OBJECTS FOR SETTINGS, 
Andrea Lumplecker und Yasmina Haddad

Adrian Altman & Olga Krykun

shoggoth_13

shoggoth_13
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CHIMERA

PROJECTS & RESEARCHES

Chimera is a transdisciplinary community-based platform 
that supports a heterogeneous platform-based community.

h t t p s : / / c h i m e r a . i s /

2019

https://chimera.is/
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SLWW

PROJECTS & RESEARCHES

2019

This is a Workshop centered around a type of text which is easily overshadowed by the circumstances under which it 
is commonly found; The Suicide Letter. 

The aim of the Workshop is to encourage every participant to write a fictive suicide letter in a supervised environment 
where its production unfolds as a therapeutic practice. This collective writing exercise should enable the participants to 
translate hidden sorrows and insecurities into a fictive text that can be considered as a reflective surface opening 
new ways of self-criticism and study.

SLWW - Code of Operation

1.1. The name SUICIDE LETTER is given not only by its producer. It is mostly
 given by its readers
1.1.1 Normally, the readers are not allowed of interpretation in public.
1.1.2 Because it is the format which is not allowed to be seen.
1.1.2.1 In some cases even read.

2.1 As usual, the format refers to the formats of the contouring formats and so
 on until cognitive algebra dictates which format ought to be acted upon.
2.1.1 The formats that frame the Suicide Letters make it very difficult to
 separate emotions from the literary sense of the Letter.
2.1.2  This elevates the letter to a meta-poetic production
2.1.3  Any- and everything written in them has poetic value.
2.2  The poetic value comes from its framing.
2.2.1  The poetic value comes from the suicidal impulse
2.2.1.1  The poetic value is Thanatophiliac
2.2.2  The execution of said impulses frames the writing as Poetry
2.2.3  After the Suicide the poetry is confronted with Death
2.3  The Death of the writer is processed differently by each individual
2.3.1  The poetical value of the letter is filtered by the individual relationship
 towards the writer or the experiences the writer has had with this kind of
 literary production
2.3.2  A literary analysis should take into count this multiple individualisms.
2.3.3  An analysis MUST be sensitive
2.3.4  The sensitive analysis considers its analyst.
2.4.  The relationship of the analyst towards the Suicide Letter could be a
 personal one
2.4.1  The analyst may have produced one.
2.4.2  If a suicide Letter was produces before the workshop then one must be
 extremely cautious.
2.4.3  If this may be the case then one has to take into consideration the
 preexistence of suicidal thoughts
2.4.4  Suicidal thoughts and its actual status have to be discussed by the
 organizer with the analyst beforehand to prevent the reactivation or
 facilitation of them. *Presented 3 times 

and ongoing*
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2019

Write a suicide letter that is: 

UN-APOLOGETIC
No one is entitled to your life , the support you grant you have to grant to yourself first, if you 
apologize to someone then let it be you.

NON- EXPLANATORY 
Use the medium to discover new realities. You don’t have to explain why you chose them or for 
what you can use them.

WEIGHT-LESS 
Use the opportunity of leaving your body to feel free of the responsibilities that having one car-
ries.

UN-DETAILED
Dont care about your specific social importance, every human is the same its preciousness de-
pends first on its own perception of itself

NON-RELATIVE
Your pain and sorrows are the most important, don’t inflict pain unto others but don’t be afraid of 
hurting someone.

And about
LIFE
The text should provide you with a mirror in which you can recognize yourself and most important 
what defines you (this does not have to be written in the letter)

PRE-SCENCE
You can reflect on the effects that traumas had in your life, you dont have to be specific about 
them or demonize them, but filter them trough your presence.

After the Moral and Thematic introduction to the topic of SUICIDE LETTERS the workshop begins 
by asking each participant to write a P.S. where they reveal the fictive secret of how they can be 
brought to life in case they are found dead. After this the Participants are asked to write a Letter 
following the guidlines presented here. When they have finished we take pick a participant ran-
domly, he/she is asked to sit on the floor, read the suicide Letter, eat a piece of cake and lie on 
the ground as if she/he was dead. The rest of the group picks a random P.S. and performs what is 
written onn it in order to “wake the dead person up”. This is repeated until everyone that wants to 
read the letter has the oportunity to do so. 

SLWW
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AMISH----> RAVE

PROJECTS & RESEARCHES
2018-2019

Reflexions on Devil’s Playground is a “manual” written for the Documentary Devils Playground 
made by Lucy Stahl in 2002

The Text is an experimental Essay focusing aroud the amish social phenomenon called 
Rumspringa. When 16 every Amish is released from the church and encouraged to live life as if 
not amish. Every Teenager is recieved back if they decide to be babtized. The essay takes a  
variation of theories to deconstruct this tradition in order to show its real intention:  
the perpetuation of a closed patriarchal hierarchy that doesnt aknowlege its Anthropo_logical 
responsability.

The Essay has been presented in the form of a commented screening of said documentary.

HERE IS THE LINK WHERE THE ESSAY CAN BE FOUND

2nd performative screening postponed

https://www.danielhuettler.com/publication/refelxions-on-devils-playground/
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PROJECTS & RESEARCHES

ad O/A pt

EX CL USIVE 
TORMENT

DEST RO YS

Exosomatization of guilt

2019

mechanical  
modell based on 
the analysis of a 
suicide  
prevention article

   200x100cm ; Printed on semitranslusent              
  plastic,mounted on a light box.

Exhibited at Meetfactory at the 
Class of Interpretation show, 
Prague, 2019
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Dezentralisiertes Künstlerisches 

Fach (DKF)

PROJECTS & RESEARCHES

”Picturing a mind can mean picturing anything as long as it is connected“

.we, members of the DKF are presenting our first and last collective project.
 This, what looks like a show, what looks like a curated transmedial exhibition are actually 3

.of our possible incarnations chatting in a room with each other

D, K and F

 This 3 pieces are Individual installations that were created by us. Each has a personalized
.attitude, taste, look, complex, interest, form, ideal, agency, mission, fear, past and future

.D for example believes in psychological Realism and that general traits do exist
.On the other Hand K believes in exzessive Situationism

 F often dreams about falling in love with D but D likes to control people and always tries to
.do it so an affair would be very dramatic

 K on the other hand makes fun of D because of its love towards art history and its belive in
.an ever expanding iconography

 Although F is kind of a brutalist it believes that every system closes where it once began,
thats why F´s favorite number is 8 and also why K likes feminist art from the 90´s

 :About the Collective
.In the DKF we are experimenting with new forms of agency, organization and most of all collaboration
 DKF was formed in 2017 and partly consists of  Daniel Hüttler, Anthea Schranz, Maximiliane Leni Armann,
  Rosa Andraschek, Bartholomaeus Waechter, Ada Karlbauer, Laura Hatting , Paul Spendier, Carolina Rotter,
Julius Pristauz, Georg Hampe, Lukas Gritzner and Samuel Haller

Working methodology

2018

WEB

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o_pRjj0YToefn_azpEIlJvNAusb91F1x
https://www.danielhuettler.com/exhibitions/network-mind-disorder/
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.F Wakes up at 5 every day just to sleep again until 7, he manages to leave home at 16:00
 ..…People call F the “Babykant”. It is sad that everyone but F doesnt know that 

 But maybe thats better, maybe F is not able to notice this kinds of things after his successful medical treatment of
.schizophrenia

.Even Though F always tries to avoid D they meet almost daily 
 F enjoys killing reptiles and knows that K would never understand this love, that is one of the reasons why F goes to 

 ,sleep so late
 You could say that red is F´s favourite colour, but F wouldnt state it like this because

 he is not a Socialist nor a Communist , the rest of the people also wouldnt say so because the color red wouldnt fit to
 .F´s subclutural name

F believes in that every system closes where it once began, thats why F´s favorite number is 8
 .Sometimes F feels like the devil, and its because of the horns

 .F is kind of a brutalist
.F often dreams about falling in love with D although he knows it would end dramatically

.F believes in Lion-K because F believes in 8
.F’s mother took LSD in her pregnancy, cause she thought that it would make F smarter

(K Likes Reptiles and hates horses (or any kind of mammal that stands on 4 feet
 K is interested in alternative ways of housing but he is not so talented to build them so when K sleeps outside 
 in an Instant-building-tent, K enjoys sleeping outside very much, looks everytime like that time K was having a
 .picknick with K´s sister when she was jung and still able to drink tee with lots of sugar
 .K doesnt aknowledge Gender as a word because it sounds an looks to similar to Genre
.F was born at the same time like K but K somehow looks much older
.K makes fun of D
K likes feminist art from the 90´s
.K was working some time at a hospital, there he was specialized in doing Xray scans
K likes all kind of winged animals
 .K only cries one time a year. Mostly it’s easter cause christs resurrection catches him terribly
Ks zodiac sign is scorpio
.Ks zodiac sign was lion. scorpio-K is an reincarnation of lion-K
.K believes in exzessive Situationism
 K thinks that the society developed a general cache, which means that we’ve created some kind of a collective
mind which can discuss contemporary topics but only for a certain time. The cache unloads itself entirely in ran-
.dom times.  Sometimes K gets paranoid cause of this thinking

 D  Is shy and doesn’t like to sleep at K´s House because D doesnt like any reptiles because Horses
.are scared of them

Nonetheless it happens very often that K persuades D to stay the night, this irritated D until K  sta-
 .“ted that Gender : “is not a word

 ,D dindn´t know about Gender before, D only knew about Genre
 ,D´s favourite label is Young God Records

.but now D doesnt know if Genre should be a word
.D loves art history and totally supports the notion that of an ever expanding iconography

 .When he was young he was dancing ballet, thats why he doesnt feel pain on his feet anymore
 !D is not a robot

 .D likes to control people and always tries to do it
 .D has a missing kidney which makes his relationship towards chemical drugs torn

problem is, xtc is his guilty pleasure) and for some phases he already created signs for drug habit)
.Sometimes D becomes transparent

.D believes in psychological Realism and that general traits DO exist
 ,D loves plants and is lazy, he tends to stay in her comfort zone

D is Socially anxious
D thinks of his/herself as a proyection of thoughts

2018

Dezentralisiertes Künstlerisches 

Fach (DKF)
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Don Dima IPO- Trading Bank
PROJECTS & RESEARCHES

with Kolingasse*
*Samuel Haller, Georg Hampe and Dima Braune

2017

trading of 200 laminated collages
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LandscO/Ape

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weißengruber

reading groups

2021

In the frame of the show “The Use of 
Landscape” at the exhibition space 
of the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna 
xhibit, adO/Aptive, together with Carla 
Veltman, will host three sessions of 
collective readings that were joined 
online and visited independently of 
each other. 

WEB:
http://adoaptive.pet/projects/landsca-ope

Announcement

image(i_nation):	 In	 the	 first	 session	 (Fr.	 2.4.)	 we	 will	
read and think about how landscapes and nature are 
compressed into human-made images Then we will talk 
about and discuss other modes of imagining concepts of 
seeing and representation.

in(ter)vention:	 Our	 second	 meet-up	 (Fr.	 16.4.)	 will	 be	
focused on human interventions in what is broadly 
described as “nature”. We will focus on the inventions 
of strategies that have been developed to deal with the 
ecological consequences.

in*version:	 Last	 but	 not	 least	 (on	 Fr.	 30.4.)	 we	 will	 try	
to	 invert	 already	 existing	 anthropocentric,	 insufficient	
and exploitative conceptions of nature and landscapes 
by reading and learning from non-eurocentric 
epistemologies that create other versions of knowledge 
about nature. 
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rA/Upture_2

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weißengruber

conference 

2021

This one-day symposium was organi-
cally connected to the HUF-project at 
OFF-Biennale Budapest. 

With this, we involve Hungarian and 
international contemporary art pro-
fessionals, theoreticians, and resear-
chers in the examination of alternative 
future visions, concepts and pheno-
mena that may help (re-)restore our 
faith in the future in our age that can 
best be described as “the slow cance-
llation of the future.”

ancestral_futurities

Reigning powers have forced the 
plethora of futures developed in past-
times into a state of hibernation. HUF 
and other ethnofuturistic projects 
seek to warm up and reactivate such 
ancient futures. Once a hibernating 
future wakes up, pasts will be dragged 
with it and therefore come to life. The 
awakening of these ancient futures 
tell histories narrated and created 
that re_animate the potential of a a_
temporal revolution that travels from 
the present through the future to the 
past.

g_hosting

The past does not only haunt the present, but 
also the ancient futures we want to awaken. 
Our desire is to create a multi_perspective on 
different points in time. Time confusion does not 
necessarily have to be haunting, it can provide 
a stance and be host the ghosts who would like 
to enter the timeline from another perspective. 
The ghost that HUF has conjured enables a 
dialectics of desire; an erotic play between the 
g_host and a non-linear time conception.

third_actors

When we think of binaries it is we who embody a third 
observer, distanced enough to divide between sides. To 
embrace this conjuncture of dia_logistics we introduce the 
notion of a third actor. The third actors confuse the binary 
sense of co_existance, it re-situates the monologues 
hidden behind dialogues by responding or reorganising 
the manners of communication. How can we use this 
figure	to	untangle	the	trinity	of	past,	present,	future	then?	
Is the past allied with the present forming a retrotopia 
against	 the	 future?	Or	 is	 it	 a	 bond	between	 future	 and	
present	against	the	past	utopia?	Perhaps	the	past	bonds	
with the future against the present as a dystopia. How 
can	we	intervene	in	these	binary	chronological	orders?

TOPICS
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CONCEPT: adoaptive
VISUAL IDENTITY: Janina Weißengruber

rA/Upture conference

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weißengruber

The conference rA/Upture: xenofuturities_specters_anachrony was streamed on 
October	3rd	and	4th	2020	from	nadaLokal.
The event was originally conceived as part of the accompanying program of the 
exhibition: “Leaning on the Past, Working for the Future” which would have taken 
its physical form at the Kunsthalle Exnergasse in June 2020 but, due to SARS-
cov-19, was adequated to an online-only presence. This exhibition was organised 
in the framework of the OFF-Biennale Budapest 2020. It was set to investigate 
aesthetic strategies that target the conditioning of cultural identity and partly 
based on the Hungarofuturist Manifesto from 2017 that has since then evolved 
into a broader movement.

Middle-eastern European states face, as well as countless democratic systems all 
over the world, the problem of right wing rhetoricians who try to secure and hold on 
to over-identified ideologies.
Nationalist ideology has occupied and co-opted our national and historical myths, 
therefore we must take them back so as to rebuilt progressive forms of thinking 
origin and belonging. By shooting up this raptured national identities into space 
we can loosen the temporality of the nation, allowing us to reimagine history, 
tearing space time apart, opening psychogeographical landscapes to otherworldly 
encounters – from here on out, the fictive past and an even more speculative 
future shall help us reappropriating the task of constructing narratives of identity.

For this, we have elaborated the term dis_rapture.  
This notion shall be investigated in relation to the terms that embody our subtitle: 
xenofuturities, specters and anachrony. Dis_rapture is defined as the disruptive act 
which ruptures predominant ideologies of rapture. 
By uncovering and splitting the inherent duality of rapture, and by decoupling it 
from its ideological stagnation we shall unravel its potential for becoming and 
foster the exponential growth of different perspectives on identity and well-being. 
The strategy of identity construction shall be reappropriated as a disruptive tool.
The rigid borders set around cultural memory define and encode progressive 
agendas.  
Our task is to uncover this vague promises of endless ongoing progress and 
rapture.

2020
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rA/Upture conference

For a detailed program and videorecordings of the conference  
please visite our website.

Panels and guests:
 
xenofuturities
– Diffractions Collective 
– Jana Horáková 
– Martina Růžičková 
– Sylvia Eckermann & Gerald Nestler 
– Michal Kučerák 

anachrony 
– Michal Klodner 
– Martina Simkovicova & Kristian Lukic (Robota Center) 
– Dusan Barok 
– Louis Armand & David Vichnar (Alienist)

 
anarchony (keynote speakers)
– Mohammad Salemy 
– Klaus Speidel 
– Vaclav Janoscik & Boris Ondreicka (Class of Interpretation) 
– Zsolt Miklosvölgy (HUF)  

 
specters
– APART collective 
– Lucia Udvaryova  
– Contemporary Matters 
– Kajet Journal 
– Amanda Piña

--------------------------------------------------------------
The conference was developed under the guidance of Technologie und das 
Unheimliche, a Berlin-Budapest-Elsewhere based publishing project and cross-
disciplinary movement, which published the HUNGAROFUTURIST manifesto in 
2017.

rA/Upture was sponsored by the federal chancellery of austria and the sutdents 
union at the University of Vienna (ÖH)

Screenshot of Day 1 panel 2

2020
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CONCEPT: Amanda Piña 
WEB concept: adoaptive
ORGANIZATION and COMMUNICATION(web_version): Daniel Hüttler 
WEB DESIGN: Janina Weißengruber

RECLAIM festival 2020

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weißengruber

RECLAIM 2020 Practices of care in public space. The urban, the earth, the 
atmosphere and the “local Heimat of Gaia” was online from the 23rd of november to 
the 28th of december.
In this festival hosted by nadalokal artists shared their practices within the 
Rudolfheim-Fünfhaus’ community by presenting a series of site specific pieces 
around the following questions:

–	Is	it	possible	to	feel	rooted	in	a	place	where	you	have	not	been	born?	
– Can we collectively reclaim the soil, the urban earth under our feet and the   
    atmosphere we breathe as ways of rooting and caring for the ancient  
				life-producing	and	maintaining	technology	of	earth?	
–	Is	it	possible	to	root	without	reproducing	a	nationalist	lexicon	and	identity	politics?	
–	What	can	be	hot,	exciting	and	potent	about	this	act	of	reclaiming?

The festival featured:  Veza Maria Fernandez (ES/AT), Vanessa Medina (ES), Lucia Elena 
Průša (AR/IT), Amanda Piña (AT/CL/MX) Denise Palmieri, (BR/AT), Susana Ojeda (COL/AT), 
LIVEN (COL/ PE/AT), Sattva Giacosa (VEN/AT), adO/Aptive (ALL), Raoni Muzho Saleh (NL/
AFG), Nina Sandino (NIC /AT), Masha Godovannaya (RUS/AT), Mzamo Nondlwana (SA /AT) 
and Pedra Costa (BR/DE)

Due to the covid pandemic, Janina Weißengruber and Daniel Hüttler (adO/Aptive) 
were comissioned to adapt the performance festival into a online version. 
 
 

*** RECLAIM featured mostly female and non-binary artist of post-national 
foregrounds.

We communicated with and assisted each of 
te participants in order to film, adapt, write 
or document their contributions so that we 
could upload them each (in spanish and 
english language) to a dedicated webpage. 
 
We also developed a reactive Web-site inside 
nadalokal.org.  
 
The main site of the festival was the outline 
of the 15th district of Vienna (where the 
festival was located) so that upon website 
visit, the spectator would have the oportunity 
to experience the 15th district and its 
peculiarities

2020

https://www.nadalokal.at
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CURATION and REDACTION: Daniel Hüttler
ILLUSTRATION: Janina Weißengruber

Burnt_Borned

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weißengruber

2020

Burnt_Borned is a DIY experimetary 
writing publishing platform Illustrated 
by Janina Weißengruber and edited 
&curated by Daniel Hüttler

We mainly publish 
– Horror stories;
– Science Fiction tales;
– Pocket Traktaty;
– Speculative Declamations;
– Poems ex Erotica;
– Cosmic Meltdowns

But we are open to any kind of 
experiments.

It was launched in March 2020 and is 
published whenever it is urgent.

*** All our publications are availabe, 
downloadable and free of costs at 

http://adoaptive.pet/projects/burnt_
borned%20publication

http://adoaptive.pet/projects/burnt_borned%20publication
http://adoaptive.pet/projects/burnt_borned%20publication
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ILLUSTRATION & TEXT: adO/Aptive

comprESS/ise (part 1 left)

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weißengruber

2020
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ILLUSTRATION & TEXT: adO/Aptive

comprESS/ise (part 1 left)

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weißengruber

2020

*** Commisioned by Contemporary Matters for their 3rd printed Journal
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VIDEO EDITING, TEXT, VISUALS, CONCEPT and DIRECTION by adoaptive
MUSIC by /eni

This fictive documentary narrates 
a speculative archeological 
investigation of  the remains of a 
giant corpse found ashore after 
the “Big_Melt”. 

For this project, which premiered 
at the Prague Micro Festival 
2020 we collaborated with the 
sound artist /eni, who scored the 
narrative video. 

You can watch the Movie here under this link:
http://adoaptive.pet/projects/gi-ant

Gi:Ant behind the anthill adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weissengruber

2018-2021
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CONCEPT: adoaptive

The adO/Aptive reading group creates a space to foster critical thinking, 
potentializing action, communicating and discussing Otherness.  
Every two weeks we meet to read together, discuss recent topics and interests and 
have artists, curators, theorists, philosophers etc. as guests. 

Please feel free to join our next meeting 
either ONLINE or at School (Grüngasse	22,	1040	Vienna)

Literature:

   – Necropolitics, Achille Mbembe 

  – The Wretched of the Screen, Hito Steyerl

  – The Wretched of the Earth, Frantz Fanon

  – Identity Politics Reconsidered, VA, eds. Linda Martin Alcoff, Michael H. Garcia,  
                           Satya P. Mohanty, Paul M. L. Moya.
  – The Cybernetic Hypothesis, Tiqqun

  – Postscript on the Societies of Control, Gilles Deleuze 

  – Gender Acceleration: a Blackpaper, n1x 

  – The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study, 
       Stefano Harney and Fred Moten
  – Down to Earth, Bruno Latour

  – Fanged Noumena, (infamous) Nick Land

  – A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze & Guattari

  – Zeros and Ones Digital Women and the New Technoculture, Sadie Plant

READING GROUP

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weissengruber

2018-2021
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FI/uLL

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weissengruber

Fi/uLL by adoaptive with Klaus Speidel

In adherence to their last collaboration with nadaLokal, the  
rA/Upture conference, the adO/Aptive collective will organize,  
together with Klaus Speidel, a two-days collective writing  
workshop. In this workhop the participants will immerse in  
an auto-poietic system sustained by their own interactions,  
contributions and collective decisions. 

Following the methodology of adO/Aptive, Fi/uLL contextualizes 
and compresses the indexical and conceptual logic of the vocal 
amalgam: ”FiLL“ and ”FuLL“. This two words are the parameters  
the workshop will use to collectively explore, create and update  
own mythofictional narratives ready to be put at test.

CONCEPT: adoaptive
GRAPHICS: Daniel Hüttler

POSTPONED due to COVID-19

2020
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LEAK

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weissengruber

LEAK a workshop performance by adO/Aptive

We force a space of liminality, a space with the freedom of  
becoming in which the search for exceptional nationality is  

deconstructed taking huMANist, colonial-universalist illusions back 
underwater. 

– HUNGAROFUTURIST_manifesto_Refllux, 2017-2019 –

Following its contribution of the first RECLAIM festival, the  
adoaptive collective has expanded the workshop performance it 
once organized at the Stadthallenbad. We invite you to join us in 
reclaiming the common trans-corporeal fluidity by engaging in a 
Xenoaesthetic transformation ritual that will drown your fear away.

CONCEPT: adoaptive  
GRAPHICS: Daniel Hüttler

POSTPONED due to COVID-19

2020
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a.pet

I : En_closure

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weissengruber
CONCEPT: a.pet
TEXT: Daniel Hüttler
PAINTING: Janina Weißengruber

I:En_closure is a spoken word performance prepared for the San-
dbox Festival at MÜTO (postponed).

From the inside of an inverted Bookshelf, a.pet will recite various 
stories, text amalgams and historical collages that will let the liste-
ners submerge in a sonic as well as imaginary journey through the 
in_ and outside of the prepared compositions.

POSTPONED due to COVID-19

2020

Exhibited at Kunstraum SUPER Vienna
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a.pet

StI/AFF

adO/Aptive w/ Janina Weissengruber
CONCEPT: a.pet
TEXT: Daniel Hüttler
PAINTING: Janina Weißengruber

LEARN:  Aesclepius never met his   
  Mother; consider his staff as a 
  Pharmako_llus_Logical 
  answer to his grief.

TO:  There is a specialized syntax  
  calibrated for specific  
  symptoms; Oedipus_redux: 
  Proliferation of own high_gene 
  via intrusion into other genomes
    (see: Poisoning)

JUDGE: Healing through  
  Eradication and  
  Ex_territorialization

JUDGE: Hermes circulates between   
  two Worlds; consider them as  
  pharma_logically-co_depedent. 

TO:  sym_pathetic syn_thetization  
  of external stimuli;
  Oedipus_remix:  
  Use Self_incest to  
  proto_mutate the future.   
   (see: Parthenogenesis)

LEARN: Subversion through  
  Submersion under 
  the resemblant’s s_Kin

2020

Exhibited at Kunstraum SUPER Vienna
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{parameter—> perimeter—> periphery} 

PERI-FAIRY

INTRODUCTION:

HYPERTEXT:

published in KAJET JOURNAL, 10.2020

TEXT

Hungarofuturism	(HUF)	is	a	mythofiction	and	aesthetic	strategy	designed	to	condition	
cultural memory. Nationalist ideology has occupied and co-opted our national and histori-
cal myths, therefore we must take them back, so
as to rebuild the progressive forms of thinking Hungarianness. The goal of HUF is the 
transformation of imagination in both a spatial and a temporal sense. In that regard, HUF 
also calls for an experimental psychogeography that, in the name of GLOCALITY as 
local-global parasitism, destroys the hygienic differentiation of PERIPHERY and CEN-
TER. As the HUF Manifesto claims: “Neither WEST nor EAST: we demand interstellar 
invasion! Inter- stellar travel at the speed of light, Proxima Centauri, there and back. The 
xenopolitics of the Third Way, in which Árpád’s people construct technoyu- rts from scrap 
metal	upon	a	postapocalyptic,	technologically	advanced	artificial	landscape.”
In the spirit of this demand for a psychogeography that aims to transcend the concentric/
spheric onthology into which both our political and poetic imagination of the peripheral 
is being trapped, we hereby would like to pro- pose an entirely different topology of the 
periphery that is yet to come.

In order to evaluate and expose the condition of marginality into which the Eastern Eu-
ropean Countries are categorized in the age of Platform-2 and Surveillance-3 Capitalism 
we’ve decided to derive a deconstructive etymo- logical declamation of the, by now refe-
rent:	PERIPHERY	in	order	to	con-	struct	a	Satz	Hierarchy	4	that	will	function	as	effector	
5	to	the	subchapter’s	hierarchy	(1.3.1	to	1.3.4)	in	the	selected	chapter	of	our	Futurist	
hypothesis.	The	first	3	stages	of	referential	and	determined	evaluation	shall	build	a	set	of	
cognitive networks affecting 5 and assessing both, the etymological and the hungarofutu-
rist declamation.
At this point we shall Re-evaluate said Network by a radical perspectivism; offering an 
interview we will be joining the reader in its inherited role of
the observer, showing that, the artistical declamation and its etymological referent are 
both beeing described and prescribed by powers that utilize their Second Order6 to de-
ploy differentiations ought to be repeated by a persuaded reader. The essay shall then be 
a model of exo- and endosoma- tization7 and an example of how a perspectivism of the 
second-order might be used to reorientate our critical thinking.
The tale of the Periphery belongs to the realm of Fairies.
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After Objectivity

The	biases	of	scientific	representation

0. Abstract

This paper has the aim to describe, analyse and expand the common notion and  

history of the objective image. For this, I will start by focusing on Daston and Galison’s 

Text: The image of Objectivity (published in the journal Representations in Autumn 

1992), in which they investigate a widely propagated form through which objectivity 

is presented and widely accepted by the scholarly community, namely, the atlas. After 

outlining the key characteristics and problematics that the production and propagation 

of these images of objectivity imply, I will turn to feminist epistemological approaches 

that challenge the normative ways of image production presented before.

I will conclude this paper by arguing that Aby Warburg’s incomplete Mnemosyne  

Atlas, when viewed in the light of the standpoint theories of situated knowledges, can 

be	contemplated	as	an	arrangement	of	scientific	images	and	therefore	as	an	atlas	that	

challenges the tendencies this type of medium is normally subjected to.

TEXT

Full Text download:

  

https://www.danielhuettler.com/after-objectivity-download/

2021

https://www.danielhuettler.com/after-objectivity-download/
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A stance for Trained Judgement

0. Abstract

In this essay I will start by presenting a short introduction to the concepts of Trained 

Judgment by Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison. I will then present two different phe-

nomena and expose some of their epistemic characteristics, values and strategies. 

This will be the False News found in Social Media and the NFT’s (non-fungible tokens) 

traded on the Etherum Blockchain. This essay will investigate the epistemic value of 

such images as well what it is that makes them so special. Is it the same that appeals 

from	conspiracy	theories	or	maybe	exactly	the	opposite?

By the end of this essay I will show the potential of looking at these phenomena from 

the above- mentioned stances. I will try to show that the epistemic openness and re-

visionist characteristics of the Trained Judgement can relocate the responsibility that 

blockchain	technologies	and	non-	scientific	theories	try	to	avoid.

TEXT

Full Text download:

https://www.danielhuettler.com/a-stance-for-trained-judgement-download/

2021

https://www.danielhuettler.com/a-stance-for-trained-judgement-download/ 
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{parameter—> perimeter—> periphery} 

PERI-FAIRY

INTRODUCTION:

HYPERTEXT:

published in KAJET JOURNAL, 10.2020

TEXT

Hungarofuturism	(HUF)	is	a	mythofiction	and	aesthetic	strategy	designed	to	condition	
cultural memory. Nationalist ideology has occupied and co-opted our national and histori-
cal myths, therefore we must take them back, so
as to rebuild the progressive forms of thinking Hungarianness. The goal of HUF is the 
transformation of imagination in both a spatial and a temporal sense. In that regard, HUF 
also calls for an experimental psychogeography that, in the name of GLOCALITY as 
local-global parasitism, destroys the hygienic differentiation of PERIPHERY and CEN-
TER. As the HUF Manifesto claims: “Neither WEST nor EAST: we demand interstellar 
invasion! Inter- stellar travel at the speed of light, Proxima Centauri, there and back. The 
xenopolitics of the Third Way, in which Árpád’s people construct technoyu- rts from scrap 
metal	upon	a	postapocalyptic,	technologically	advanced	artificial	landscape.”
In the spirit of this demand for a psychogeography that aims to transcend the concentric/
spheric onthology into which both our political and poetic imagination of the peripheral 
is being trapped, we hereby would like to pro- pose an entirely different topology of the 
periphery that is yet to come.

In order to evaluate and expose the condition of marginality into which the Eastern Eu-
ropean Countries are categorized in the age of Platform-2 and Surveillance-3 Capitalism 
we’ve decided to derive a deconstructive etymo- logical declamation of the, by now refe-
rent:	PERIPHERY	in	order	to	con-	struct	a	Satz	Hierarchy	4	that	will	function	as	effector	
5	to	the	subchapter’s	hierarchy	(1.3.1	to	1.3.4)	in	the	selected	chapter	of	our	Futurist	
hypothesis.	The	first	3	stages	of	referential	and	determined	evaluation	shall	build	a	set	of	
cognitive networks affecting 5 and assessing both, the etymological and the hungarofutu-
rist declamation.
At this point we shall Re-evaluate said Network by a radical perspectivism; offering an 
interview we will be joining the reader in its inherited role of
the observer, showing that, the artistical declamation and its etymological referent are 
both beeing described and prescribed by powers that utilize their Second Order6 to de-
ploy differentiations ought to be repeated by a persuaded reader. The essay shall then be 
a model of exo- and endosoma- tization7 and an example of how a perspectivism of the 
second-order might be used to reorientate our critical thinking.
The tale of the Periphery belongs to the realm of Fairies.
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HUNGAROFUTURISM_REFLUX

TEXT

PSYCHOGEOGRAPHY

 The radicalization of Hungarian mourning is our only hope and our most effective weapon!  (HUF 1.1.1)  We 
call for an updated mourning that includes Aquatic trauma (HUF 1.1.2)  in the genealogy of Territorial entitlement.
As Geology is built upon references to Hyperobjects before it had to adapt to them, it presents itself as the best 
candidate to revalidate the scientific project in Hyperstitionary times. Geological registers of what is now called the 
Carpathian Basin show that there used to be a “Pannonian Sea” covering the whole area that contemporary Hunga-
rian nationalist claim to be Magyar territory.
It was this sea that polished said terrain into a semi flat Plain where in the 9th century 7 semi- nomadic tribes 
established their own Kingdom to exert sovereignty via their unique language and Strategic advantage over the 
post-roman and holy roman vestiges. Ever since then, the Tribes, Kingdom and almost 2 centuries of Ottoman 
occupation evolved into what may territorially and culturally be called “Hungary”.
Since the first World War, the Hungarians have been forced to share the sovereignty of the Plain with at least 5 
other non-Magyar administrative states. The 7 tribes, that lost half of its population during the Mongolian inva-
sions and had reunited under Catholicism again after more than a third of its territory had been integrated in the 
Ottoman empire are divided once more. The Communist chapter of history of any culture has grown a big void in 
its politics of identity that then succumb to mere politics. The Ruling class that emerged after the violent pseudo 
democratization of the country nominate themselves as Árpád did when HE united the semi-nomadic tribes and 
as HIM they will not hesitate to build up a dynasty by and for themselves. As the King of the Magyars back then, 
the sovereignty of the Carpathian Plain is a key point in the legitimization of the contemporary autocratic ruler. 
Due to modern political structures, a campaign to recover the lost land is impossible and this only potentialities 
the Ruling Class’s propaganda machine that sells its Citizens and the Hungarian minorities that have stayed in the 
Carpathian basin both: a PROMISE of Magyar unification and the ENEMY that is beyond the plain but still terrorizes 
it and makes the Árpadian project impossible.

 Oligarchs and Loyalists war against imagination have flooded the basin that the earth had decided to be 
drain some million of years ago. They have filled it with their history of what being and thus having to become 
Hungarian means.
What political forces forget is that we live in a time where it is MAN’s self written history that which has to be floo-
ded, not the spirit of citizens and noncitizens.
We call everybody to remember beyond that which we have been trained to remember. We call for the giant flood 
of the long dead sea that has shaped our past, present and future, we call for that bigger force of righteousness 
that will drown Orban in his own macho spit, the Carpathian Basin belongs to no-one else than fluidity itself, this 
is why we have to remove any ideological embankment, lets dilute its phallocentrical foundations to let the wave 
take us all back home.
The claustrophobic scenario that politics present to us only serves them to keep our imaginary potential inside 
a corner of our already limited minds, not to mention that they have the isolation of Hungarian language as the 
perfect example and excuse.
A call for an Myoscenic flood speaks in the language of geography and territorial policy thus taking both with it. 
(HUF 1.1.4) The original and traumatic experience of a Lost-Abendland is that what builds the bogus agenda of 
people in power, in their eyes to be part of ancient 7 tribes one must suffer and mourn this traumatic experience 
in Magyar language. A flood that precedes any instrumentalization of the human mind in the name of the western 
expansion erases any original experience, we have never been that what other tell us we are! and that what they 
want us to be is peasants trained by centuries of patriarchal survival strategies in order for them to be legitimized 
as unifiers and leaders of a millennial mass of lost souls.

2019
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 The individual power each of us has is to fight this propaganda machine; strive for an XENOAES-
THETIC transformation in order to make national identity based on MAN’s history become a stranger to 
itself. We force a space of liminality, a space with the freedom of becoming in which the search for excep-
tional nationality is deconstructed taking huMANist, colonial- universalist illusions back underwater (HUF 1).

We have already been territorially diluted by the current monsoon, post hungarians are already parasities 
living on the big Gidran-Horse that carries just the few self-proclaimed coMANders: titan Oligarchs and 
post soviet- next top motherfuckers.
For them, we are Pathogens that make this horse sick and uncapable to ride for them from the tip of the 
Alps, through the Danube bridges, stomp though the Tisza to safe and proclaim what past horse-MANs 
promised them would be sub-ordinante to them.

And it is true that we are the ones building this 
Tojan-horse on wheels instead of legs, letting big 
MANchilds play middle-ages castle siege, but it 
is about time that we tell them that we live in a 
geopolitical time where play-time is the most 
valuable sign of colonial privilege.

Long live the anarchy of necro-architectures 
(HUF1.2.2.) which have built this horse for them to 
sit to avoid them from sitting on all of our chests 
while we sleep, as the past they did in the centu-
ries before. 
 
 If you do feel this weight while you dream it 
means you are this necro-horse and for that i 
thank you.

It took huMANity millennia to develop human, animal and flora rights, but animals, flora and humans 
have always known that they  themselves  have existed before someone decided what they can do with 
their owns. I dare to apply the same principle to our collective Necro-Horse which has been ridden since 
centuries although it has always been dead and full of parasites.
The Pannonia Sea hides in the stomach of this horse, we just have to rip it open with our micro but 
sharp teeth so our riders drown in what from their perspective is the most gorisch nightmare.

   (written as a comment to the HUNGAROFUTURIST manifesto)
   Published in XENOTOPIA by T+U, 2020

2019

http://www.technologieunddasunheimliche.com/hungarofuturism.html
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SNAKE TALE

TEXT

INDEX
-1918 1. Jargon 1.1 
-1938 2. Swamp 
-1945 3. Confrontation 
-1948 4. Reset
-1968 5. Jargon 2 
-1989 6. Brake Off 
-2018 7. Memetic
——————————————————————————————————————
1 Jargon 1.1 1918:
the years of blossom, of flourishing culture, of light after blackout. years of new cultures, years of 
new national languages, what do Czechs speak?, what language do Slovaks people speak?, what is 
Austria?, from point 0 everything seems at it has already been there before, if not then it ought to be!
point 1 irl?
Where are we? And what is that thing dangling at the end of my sight where that bright light is co-
ming from? - said a snake, which we just began observing after it gained consciousness. I say ”said“ 
because we heard it say it, in its own slang.
This snake my dear observers was exposed to a shock therapy, a seclusion therapy, a room thera-
py, a silent torture therapy, we bombed its family and gassed its nest, we my dear, made everything 
possible so our subject to observe is interesting enough to be told about.
This means:
It woke up (the snake) and started chasing the first movement it saw, which in this case happened 
to be its tail. You may have heard stories, or seen videos about snakes eating their end and subse-
quently choking on it. A professor at the academy assured me that this happens only to snakes that 
are locked in terrariums, she has a phd in Biology and 66 snakes at home, so i assured that she’d be 
right.
Nonetheless we unanimously voted for releasing this one, and this surprised thou narrator, because 
it kept chasing its tail for the coming years thus forming a path that could’ve easily been mistaken 
(form my perspective) for a perfect circle if given observer wouldn’t already know that circles are just 
another manifestation of loops.

——————————————————————————————————————
2 Swamp 1938:
after years of blind production, years of depression an repression.
the accumulated stagnant water got a name : my dear readers, we’ve got an enemy (so they said)
Why does water die so slowly?
 Imagine what the snake (which was chasing its tail for years) said to itself when it reckoned another 
snake:
This happened so fast that it was almost as if the snake, tired of never reaching its other end, started 
to imagine another snake to chase.
I, your narrator saw it also, not the snake, but the need to move on.
As fast as this idea came to your narrators and the snakes mind, the snake switched course and tra-
ded its tail for the tale of freshman snake that showed up outta nowhere. An era of chase and other-
ness began which made me wisheth i never broughtet the 2nd snake to the field.
Yes my dears, the second reptile was as real as the first, which is actually no reference at all. Im-
portant is to mention that given pseudo circular path seemed to be interrupted; but what any carefull 
observer can distinguish in retrospective is that the form is secondary to the direction.

2018
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 ——————————————————————————————————————
3 Confrontation 1945
Confrontation with the END of what will be remembered as an era; A new beginning, a forced beginning, 
propose propose propose: resolute NOW, now that everything is evenly shocked.
the role of the naturalist
After chase and time the snake found the head of the other, not at the end of its digested body, as one 
would expect from swallowing a snake from the tail onwards! no. This snake found its others head fa-
ce-to-face, mouth-to-mouth, making out of this instant a very interesting moment for both of our snakes and 
your observer and you, kind reader, all subjects which in historical retrospective are likely to depend on the 
resolution of given event.
That moment, when both of the snakes got a grip onto each other with their respectively venomous fangs 
passed as fast as one can imagine to be poisoned and subsequently die from it. As both animals in case 
were the same under different skin, non of them died (im not a sadist, any certificated spectator would know 
when to interfere to save a life, also non would be so stupid to report about forbbiden-machiavellic beha-
vior).
One cannot deny that it took some time until your narrator noticed what really happened at that moment, 
because he had forgotten both: that he brought the second snake to test the first one and that there was 
only one snake to be observed.

 ——————————————————————————————————————
Now (then) i remember(ed)
4 Reset 1948
That two so called circles could be traced in grass paths, and some people would have called it an eight or 
infinite, because they could not precisely be distinguishable from each other, the so called “circles”.
This is the point of my report that puts my position as a narrator at risk, because I, my dear, was confused 
at such magnitude that could not distinguish one snake from the other, the real from the fake, the subject 
from the object, the first from the second.
This happening flipped my research and (im telling this only to you): made me rewrite my past field-records 
in such a way that my role as a naturalist couldn’t be put in question. Both snakes where poisoning its 
counterpart, non of them let loose of the others tail, and from our positions it seemed that both had caught 
their respective ends.
RESET the talk start the talk

 ——————————————————————————————————————
5 Jargon 2 1968
Jargon 2.0 arose, remastered: this time it was love and connectivity against which heterogenous mindsets 
had to advocate
Following questions illustrate said advocative tactics:
—This is a matter of distant matters, how can you know those people are really suffering? —You don’t 
know what responsibility really is, have you ever been responsible for something in your life? —why can’t 
you appreciate what we’ve have given you?
—Don’t you know how hard we fought for it? —Why dont you instead work and mind your own buissnes?
—”FUCK OFF“
*move your tail (tale) faster in order for the other to catch it up.*
to find out that her tail was also bitten, and as the enemy finally ran off to its seclusion, our snake, which 
some may call to this hight of the story already a hero, our snake realized, as a flashback.
that it was itself, in body and flesh who bit its tail.
Some may also call this a perfect example of auto hologrammatic motivation, VR, v00d0-R; I, your narrator, 
would like to call it mere stupidity and remind you once more, that the snake in question was not in captivi-
ty.... what it did couldn’t have been foreseen because according to my teacher only snakes in terrarium do 
what the snake in question did, and I, my reader, I always believed in what my teacher said.
I want to state that I also saw the other snake creep into the wild, flee; but this can nobody know dear rea-
der, this is to keep between us, and in no circumstance are you allowed to recall this sight as i did. 

2018
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And it took some time that felt like years for one snake to realize that this was nonsense.
Even for animals survival or defeat isn’t enough, as there was no point in going in semi- ecliptic, pseu-
do-round orbits, the smartest snake (from the point of view of an observer that cherishes life more than 
starvation led by incessant struggle) let go of the other’s. But it was only then when its tail was overlaid with 
the one it itself was chasing, some might call it a ”clever“ move some may call it sado-tactic.

This is the point where we return to the blank image at the beginning of our experiment, a desperate snake 
chasing its tale, and this time it ”knew“ that it was not its own.
The other Sadist-Snake knew what it had achieved and rept around maybe because of curiosity and surley 
because of hunger.
Some may also call this a perfect example of auto hologrammatic motivation, VR, v00d0-R; I, your narrator, 
would like to call it mere stupidity and remind you once more, that the snake in question was not in captivity.
What it did couldn’t have been foreseen because according to my teacher only snakes in terrarium’s do 
what the snake in question did, and i, my reader, i always believed in what my teacher said.
She is very clever and has 66 snakes in captivity.
*once she told me how much she loves to see them starve*

 ——————————————————————————————————————
6 Brake Off 1989
**And so the power unleashed itself into a global scale, tearing walls down so the snake became one and 
could finally reach its tale as it realized that the other snake was also itself.**
”I thought i could have been sure of which snake was which after one started showing a type of behavior 
that had been shown before.“ my teacher, 1978, never published or said
”I thought i could have been sure of which snake was which after one started showing a type of behavior 
that had been shown before.“
me, 1989
The snake started devour: disjoint its mandibles (all 4 of them), stretch 2 of them forward and hook its teeth 
in the skin of given prey, then it pulled those mandibles back and stretched the other 2 out, shoving the 
food_chunk inside. How the situation looks now is more like the snake is not only pulling itself inside but 
also, eventually, pushing itself outside in.
– On my behalf, as an observer, i cannot interfere. On one recount i see myself smiling, proving a point to 
my, at that time already long dead professor; on the other hand i felt disappointed of myself for not relea-
sing each of her 66 snakes free, and wait until each one of them would eat itself up, tails first, like herself.
– On another account i remember me remembering all the videos i found on youtube about such incidents, 
i remember also how in everyone of them, the person filming released the snake from the jaws its other end 
had wrapped around. That made me feel sad, and small and genuinely perverted. At that bygone time i was 
a person guarding a strong moral code and following a strict ethical playbook, so i didn’t do anything becau-
se it would have meant that i would’ve not only been the observer but also a snake.
– Some other version places me waiting for the body to renew itself, because thats how this works, or?. 
When a snake eats itself it means that it automatically renews the rest of its body, stuck like this forever 
through the ages of civilization.... so i took a photograph.
I mean its just animals né? like a cockfight of one cock versus itself, disintegrative nature, asphyxia by iner-
tia.

aaaaaaaaaon our privy footnote i can tell you my most confidential reader that i also recall me remembering 
2 snakes, one fighting for its life as the other started swallowing it, from the back up, in one piece (because 
snakes cannot cut their meat): Integrative
nature comes to mind but it might not be the right word. I know such reptiles scream only in dreams but I 
swear that in this memory both given reptiles screamed. One imploring for forgiveness and the other one, 
our hero: ”IM GONNA EATZ YOU IN WAN-o- PIZZ MOTH-FUCKER. Last being of course, just another 
version of what could’ve had happened.aaaaaaaaa

2018
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——————————————————————————————————————
7 Memetic 2018
well done everyone, we’ve survived, and 2018 is already a 100 more than 1918, that doesn’t mean that we 
can ́t be 
fucked up stumbling on the same rocks that made us fall so hard it has us imagining snakes... lol.
– And here we are, inside the snake, as it finally reached the back of its head with its mouth with all the rest 
of its body reaching itself outside in.
– So here we are, where skin touches itself.
organs are not anymore separate entities in this cluster of function which operates for itself, and this makes 
us wonder, me, your dear narrator if it ever was different.
At this point, devoted reader, we can even ask if not the snake(s) has already been eaten by a bigger snake 
that ate at least 2 more; so that ”ours“ could entertain itself , maybe, after enough time has passed our 
snake will find the one IT ate, deep at the end of its race against itself.

2018

SNAKE TALE

TEXT
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We strongly believe that history is always written from the present and is thus 
always a reflection of contemporary circumstances. Analogously, the same applies 
to future scenarios: how we imagine the future now makes us criticise the present 
and think about what we would like to have differently in the future. 

With contemporary matters we developed an artistic installation around following 
rhetorical questions: 

–	Who	is	this	Karl	and	why	does	he	own	a	square?	 
–	Who	is	this	Karl	and	what	is	he	doing	with	a	whole	square?	 
–	Whose	square	is	it	truly	and	whose	square	should	it	be?	 

Through our intervention at the RCAA showroom Karlsplatz, we explore how 
the current rendition of the history of the development of the site shapes our 
perception. In our porject we presented an alternative narrative to this written 
history. The public was invited to send their own imaginative and speculative 
visions of the Karlsplatz to our mail in order to make a catalogue about the square 
of Karl.

CONCEPT: adoaptive
REALIZATION: Contemporary Matters 
VIDEO: Daniel Huttler

2020

Wessen Platz

OTHER COLLABORATIONS

2020
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EXCERPTS

[...]
The world stands divided two times, once between those that have and those that want 
and once again between those that want and those that can’t. To move from one strata 
to the other does not only defy the consistent laws of conservation; it contradicts the 
geometrical nature of this never ending double reflection. NO end means NO end means 
NO.

#_Tesla 
Adam and Eve fell from paradise because the apple they ate was not from the original 
trees that where permitted to be harvested, but from the artificial, genetically modified tree 
that God had planted as an experiment. This was the first step to a list of wrong purchases 
that led humanity to its divine punishment. 

The inherent logic of market-trends is not justified because they imply to save the planet, 
for they still are trends and therefore only exist in a logic created to increase sales, 
production and profit. Every greenified product strategically released in the war-palette of 
mega-corporations boosts the PR-image of their responsibility towards the resources they 
are constantly using up. The persuasiveness of the image does not come from nowhere. 
It comes from hours and hours of marketing-labour, from bourgeois workers innovating to 
sustain their either hard-earned, or simply given, first-world livelihood by forging a variety 
of convincing stories.  

[...]

The (exploitative) allocation of resources within capitalism presupposes a formally levelled 
playing field as well as a sphere of exclusion from this field, and so does the (exploitative) 
allocation of Schuld in bourgeois society. It presupposes the ruse of formal equivalence. 
The allocation of Schuld more often than not starts with the non-fulfilment of an 
expectation directed from outside at the self – usually an expectation of a specific action 
of another responsible individual. Thus, the reason for the disappointment is searched and 
found not outside, but in the self. Every accusation that finds a minimal formal equivalence 
to exploit is a chance for individualization and reflection. In contrary, extreme asymmetries 
and divergences don’t allow for the allocation of Schuld. Modern bourgeois society is, 
then, a field ridden with individuals weaved into a multiplicity of relatively stable relations 
of power asymmetry formed on the basis of formal
equivalence. Only under these circumstances can what has come to be known as credit 
dominate today’s
neoliberalism.

REDACTION: adO/Aptive 
COLLECTIVLY WRITTEN by: Felix Diefenhardt, Philipp Kleinwort,   
Jenny Margreiter,  Janina Wießengruber and Daniel Hüttler

To be PUBLISHED 2021 in: Class of Interpretation Book 2

Full text to be PUBLISHED 2021 in: Class of Interpretation Book 2

2020

Shopping for Conscience or: 

Planting crosses
OTHER COLLABORATIONS

2020
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Core_Topics of interview: rigidity of art and academic institutions // collectivity & 
critique // European privilege and one_dimensionality

Denise Palmieri is a performance artist from São Paulo, Brazil. Since 2012 she 
lives and works in Vienna. Since mid.2020 she is part of the Directory board of 
the VBKÖ, The Austrian Association of Women Artists, the oldest women’s artist 
association in Austria. In her work, she uses art as a communication tool to find 
and found different languages. Non-normative art is a constant statement. 

INTERVIEW with Denise Palmieri (VBKÖ)
ORGANIZED by: Daniel Hüttler
FOR: Contemporary Matters Podcast

You can listen to the podcast under this link:

https://contemporarymatters.org/podcast/podcast-11-art-is-a-
community

2020

ART IS A COMMUNITY

OTHER COLLABORATIONS

2020
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AJUSCOS

CURATORIAL PROJECTS

2020

Group Show curated and organized by 
Eiko Gröschl and Daniel Hüttler at Charim Projects, Vienna 
Opening: 16.01.2020
Poster: collage by Daniel Hüttler
featuruing the works of Luna Ghisetti
and Marco Antonio Aviña.

with works by: 
— Luna Ghisetti
— Eiko Groeschl 
— Nanna Kaiser
— Marco Antonio Aviña
— Jose Eduardo Barajas
— Lucia Elena Průša 
— Amanda Piña
— ANOTHER NAME   (2) 

Exhibition Text: 
In the saturated sight of a city that swims on millions of watery  
sediments there is a sight that marks the west-end of a prehispanic lake and rises up to delimitate 
the natural Meters of the Polis.
From every window in the memory of that place, CDMX ; the urban organism, constructed by no-
one but earth itself, modulates the scenery for million of individually concieved stories and play under 
that same shadow. 

WEB

https://eikogroeschl.net/
https://nannakaiser.com/
https://www.artelagos.mx/en/residente/jose-eduardo-barajas/
http://www.luciaelenaprusa.com/
https://nadaproductions.at/about-us/amanda-pina
 http://borsoslorinc.com
http://danielhuettler.com
http://www.charimgalerie.at/events.htm
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THIS_Placement 50/50
CURATORIAL PROJECTS

Group Show curated and organized by Daniel Hüttler at Another Gallery, Mexico City 
Opening: 7.02.2019
Poster by Kristyna Kulikova

with works by: 
— Marek Delong and Anna Slama
— core.pan
— Estrid Lutz
— Eiko Groeschl 
— Lucia Elena Průša 
— Zsófia Keresztes
— Luna Ghisetti 
— Botond Keresztesi
— ANOTHER NAME    (2) 
— Laurids Oder 
— Malte Zander
— Anthea Schranz

Exhibition Concept : 

From the 7th to the 10th of February we will establish  
ANOTHER GALLERY in a Hotel Roomin Mexico City. 
For that time there will be an exhibition on display featuring a 
sample of contemporary artist that reside and work in central  
Europe (specifically the Czech Republic, Austria and Hungary). 

The Art Works will be accopmained by a customized blood 
sample (diluted in alcohol) of the artist that produced the work.  
All the pieces that will be exhibited can be purchased for the 
price the Artist decides. By purshasing a piece the buyer also 
gets the bloodsample which together with an Autheticity letter 
signed by the artist provide a singular bond.

50% of the selling Price will be donated to charity.
50% of the selling Price will go directly to the Artist.

2019

AS BLOOD FLOWS
This Placement is not displacement
This Placement stands for itself as well as for others 
This Placement aknowledges the various defaults of origins
This Placement splits into two to cure the division between opposite struggles
This Placement is situationist as well as universalist
This Placement ditributes the blood in our hands
This Placement influxes stuck systems of value by eliminating intermediators.
This Placement referes to precolonial history *
      to deploy postcolonial strategies.

*at this point it is crucial to mention and aknowledge the revisionary discourse that such historical constructs are under-
going but ill like to set an argument by citing Ruben Mendoza in his Aztec Militarianism and blood sacrifice article: 

“This chapter is by no means intended to constitute the definitive treatment for considerations of Mexica ritual violence 
and bloodshed, […] . Rather, my intention remains to move the debate away from the simplistic question of whether 

Amerindians engaged in religious violence and cannibalism to the deeper question of why any human group would have 
adopted ritual sacrifice and antropophagy on a monumental scale.”

G. Mendoza, Rubén, Aztec Militarism and blood sacrifice: the archaeology and ideology of ritual violence, p.53,university 
of arizona Press, 2007

EXHIBITION TEXT:

WEB

http://krstnklkv.tumblr.com/ 
http://www.marekdelong.com/
http://www.annaslama.com/
http://core.panpsychism.online/
https://futuregallery.org/the-retinal-afterglow/
https://eikogroeschl.net/
http://www.luciaelenaprusa.com/
http://zsofiakeresztes.com/
http://botondkeresztesi.com/
 http://borsoslorinc.com
http://danielhuettler.com
http://e-plus-plus.info
http://maltezander.com/
http://anthea-schranz.at/
https://www.danielhuettler.com/projects/this-placement-50-50/
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CCCC_working Table 
exhibition text and bloodsamples

 of the participating artists

EXHIBITION VIEWS

))

THIS_Placement 50/50

2019
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CHIMORONA SEASON_1 ART & PERFORMANCES

2020

C.1 (of 10)  a.k.a. Z.WC.1 (of 10)  a.k.a. Z.W C.7 (of 10)  a.k.a. A.GC.7 (of 10)  a.k.a. A.G

C.4	(of	10)		a.k.a.	Annhylax	Z.C.4	(of	10)		a.k.a.	Annhylax	Z. C.2 (of 10)  a.k.a. T.S.C.2 (of 10)  a.k.a. T.S.

Organized with CHIMERA and adO/Aptive

collage by Janina Weißengruber

performed by CHIMERA
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The GREAT FLOOD
ART & PERFORMANCES

2019

Performtive Lecture  with Technologie und das Unheimliche, at Trafo
LINK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZR4LkT6Iqdo
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Sigma’s Tick

ART & PERFORMANCES

2019
Collaborative production of some pieces with Tina Enöckl. 
Solo Exhibition at Lollipop Factory, Budapest

The show Consisted on 3 parts:
– The Diagramm on the Wall 
– The Keymaster w/ the Patches
– The T-shirts 

SIGMA’s TICK is an interactive 
exhibtion where the visitor is 
able to purchase a custom tshirt 
that has a “Patch here” area 
printed on it.  
The visitor then is asked to get a 
patch from one of the pockets of 
the Keymaster and decide how 
to put it on his tshirt.
The Patch could then either be:
E ; W ; M or 

variable size : Site specific Installation;  Textile, Silkscreen 
print, Vinyl print.

Patch

E

2

3

4

5

6

7

A3 A4

A2A1

1
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ANOTHER NAME

ART & PERFORMANCES

EXHIBITED IN: 
AJUSCOS

HEADS UP : 
[(DIE)(WIE)]

300x100x300cm(variable) : Site specific Installation;
 Metal, Polystyrene, Plastic tube, Black Water, Water-Pump 
activated by a motion sensor

2020
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ANOTHER NAME

ART & PERFORMANCES

WORKS WITH ANOTHER NAME EXHIBITED IN: 
THIS PLACEMENT: 50/50 

SMOL 1/3

Values 1/3 
and
EROS

2019
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2018

Exhibition under ANOTHER NAME 
( Lörinc Borsos and Daniel Hüttler)

at ANOTHER GALLERY, NY

Invoking Hermes is a piece of Luck.
When in distress let him challenge you to wander with him, but never forget that he also 
uses his hat to cover his lies and his winged shoes are meant for flying. 
The same as luck goes, Hermes does while he whispers as he disappears: 

another day; another dollar.

Another Letter that nobody is gonna read because we didn’t do it, in flesh: killing our-
selves. But the 3 chapters read as a policy that set the terms and conditions of given 
adoration. Our collective (un)willingness is what we use to transform the Liminoid into an 
crust with 6 arms instead of 3 hoods. 

All under one hood, welcome to the transpersonal crib were we say: death to fear.

Exhibition Text:

WEB

SUICIDE LETTERS M / T / A, suicide letters written by the artist, a4 format, printed on clay

AND AFTER THE FIRE 

CAME A GENTLE WHISPER:

SHOW ME YOUR FETISH

ART & PERFORMANCES

https://www.danielhuettler.com/exhibitions/and-after-the-fire-came-a-gentle-whisper-show-me-your-fetish/
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AND AFTER THE FIRE CAME 
A GENTLE WHISPER: 

SHOW ME YOUR FETISH

2018

AND AFTER THE FIRE CAME 
A GENTLE WHISPER: 

SHOW ME YOUR FETISH

HERMES, 220x150x150cm, Textile, paint, metal

CONSENT, 30x70cm, Folder, Textile, paint, metal, various materials.

ENTIPEDE, 10x40cm, metal

HERMES 
(detail)

AND AFTER THE FIRE 

CAME A GENTLE WHISPER:

SHOW ME YOUR FETISH
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AND AFTER THE FIRE CAME 
A GENTLE WHISPER: 

SHOW ME YOUR FETISH

2018

AND AFTER THE FIRE CAME 
A GENTLE WHISPER: 

SHOW ME YOUR FETISH
MEDIUM

MEDIUM

SMOL

SMOL

HERMESDEVIL

OFFER M / T / A, variable sizes and formats

AND AFTER THE FIRE 

CAME A GENTLE WHISPER:

SHOW ME YOUR FETISH
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2018

Made in collaboration with LILLA LÖRINC 
and JANOS BORSOS (ANOTHER NAME). 
Exhibited at Excavating Darkness,
at TRAFO gallery, Budapest 
with Szilvia Bolla, Pauline Curnier Jardin
 & Anežka Hošková.
Curated by Aaron Fenervysy
Photos by Dávid Biro.

WEB

Hyper Homunculus, 15x4x4cm, Metal

Herma (detail: organ in organ), 
30x6x6cm, Silicone, clay, plastic straps

HERMES 

COLLECTION
ART & PERFORMANCES

https://trafo.hu/trafo_galeria/archiv
https://www.danielhuettler.com/exhibitions/excavating-darkness-hermes-1/
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2018

Herma, 240x60x60cm, Vinyl print, Con-
crete weights, Silicone, clay, plastic straps

Bifurcation, Horns, Metall Chain

The 3rd Shoe

The 3reveals the 4th

HERMES 

COLLECTION
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2018

The Ear (westside), clay, cristal

Bifurcation
Herma

HERMES 

COLLECTION
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(F)akt
ART & PERFORMANCES

2017

Duo exhibition with Samuel Haller in Gallery KLUBOVNA Brno

THE FACT OF QUESTIONING FOR, 
plexiglass wheel,   60 x 60 x 0.4cm

Masks, 2 Fencing masks with stereoscopic glasses and videos, 
variable size.

Fotomontage, variable size

WEB
THEORY

UMA Audioguide

http://www.galerieklubovna.cz/en/daniel-huttler-samuel-haller-fakt/
https://www.danielhuettler.com/exhibitions/f-akt/
https://www.danielhuettler.com/exp/f-akt/
https://soundcloud.com/uma-you-make-art/galerie-klubovna-fakt-daniel-huttler-and-samuel-haller-en
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The 3rd Ear

ART & PERFORMANCES

50x25x11cm; Concrete, Enamel Paint, sticky goo; wire on plastic box.

Exhibited at Kunstraum am 
Schauplatz at the Ebullición 
show, Vienna, 2019

2019
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RANT

ART & PERFORMANCES

SOLO-SHOW

Performative Installation

exhibited in 

Gallery Schleifmühlgasse 12/14 Vienna 

curated by Oscar Sanchez

/http://12-14.org/2016_Dontpanic_1

2016

RANT
Agreement*

RANT is a performative installation

RANT is occupying the Gallery 12-14  

RANT is waiting to be filled by your time and presence 

RANT becomes Art only when it is seen from the inside

RANT needs your sub-consciousness as a place where to live on

RANT will give you freedom 

RANT will occupy your actions

RANT will be the experience you will have to be responsible of

RANT is provocative and could trigger some panic attacks

RANT might push your notion of Hygiene to the limit

RANT might get your nice clothes and hands dirty

RANT doesn’t care if you are vegetarian

RANT is our liminar experience

http://12-14.org/2016_Dontpanic_1/
http://12-14.org/2016_Dontpanic_1/

